Intern IT Consulting for Digital Underwriting Platforms & Solutions (m/f/d)*

**Location**
Munich

MR F&C (Facultative and Corporate) is a global business unit with worldwide more than 800 employees, responsible for single risk business written facultative or direct. Since its foundation in 2019, MR F&C has significantly and profitably grown its portfolio, created an efficient operating platform and invested into innovative initiatives. As part of that, digital solutions and digital platforms are the key driver for MR F&C’s growth. For this reason the “Platform & Solutions” team was build. The Platform & Solutions Team is acting as interface between the underwriting business teams and IT for IT projects and platforms. You could be a part of that and supporting the team and business unit in various digital and data analytics initiatives, acting as business analyst and support in technical development. While working on the projects you will also get insights into Munich Re’s business and processes across all regions world-wide.

**Your job**
- Be part of F&C key digital initiatives: flexible user interfaces, new data analytics platform, automated underwriting platform
- Together with a team of Business Analysts/Product Owners help improve the entire underwriting process by identifying requirements, writing documentation and communicate with respective IT and business teams
- Support in development and configuration of so called “flexible user interfaces” as single page applications on the core underwriting system
- Support in development of identified business solutions in Munich Re’s low code platform RX0
- Support the Munich Re Automated Underwriting Platform with configuring the platform to onboard new clients
- Support daily operations of the Automated Underwriting Platform by assisting internal users of the platform

**Your profile**
- Study in IT, Mathematica, Physica, Economia or comparable study with strong analytical focus
- First development experience in either university projects or professional context
- Analytical Thinking
- Fluent in English, further languages welcome
- Very good knowledge of typescript, javascript, CSS, HTML, PowerBi, R, Python

Students from countries outside the EU require a German residence-/work permit.

**About us**
As the world’s leading reinsurance company with more than 11,000 employees at over 50 locations, Munich Re introduces a paradigm shift in the way you think about insurance. By turning uncertainty into a manageable risk we enable fundamental change. Join us working on topics today that will concern society tomorrow, whether that be climate change, major construction projects, medical risk assessment or even space travel. Together we embrace a culture where multifaceted teams dare to think big. We create the new and the different for our clients and cultivate innovation.

Sounds like you? Push boundaries with us and be part of Munich Re.

**Unlock your potential**
- Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: we embrace the power of differences and are convinced that diversity fosters innovation and resilience and enables us to act braver and better.
- Continuous Learning: we believe that continuous learning is a key differentiators and critical for building new skills and accelerating growth.
- Career Mobility: we actively support career mobility, and our strong global and regional presence offers a wealth of career growth opportunities for you.

**Apply now!**